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IN THE HIGH COURT OF THE FEDERAL CAPITAL TERRITORY 

HOLDEN AT JABI 

THIS THURSDAY, THE 24TH DAY OF JANUARY, 2022 

BEFORE: HON. JUSTICE ABUBAKAR IDRIS KUTIGI – JUDGE 

                                                                                  
SUIT NO: CV/1101/2017 
MOTION NO: M/3119/21 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
BETWEEN: 

EMMA ONUORAH 
(Doing business in the name and style of           …………JUDGMENT CREDITOR/ 
Emma Onuorah & Co.)                                                       RESPONDENT 

 
AND 

 
NDUBUISI PRINCESS UDUAK              .........JUDGMENT DEBTOR/ 
               APPLICANT 
 

RULING 

In an action for the recovery of professional fees, the case was heard for a 
period spanning three (3) years and judgment was entered in favour of the 
Judgment Creditor/Respondent herein on the 1st March, 2021. 

Being dissatisfied with the decision, the judgment debtor/applicant appealed 
against same and also filed an application dated 25th March, 2021 seeking for 
the following reliefs: 

1. An Order staying the execution of the judgment of the High Court of 
FCT in Suit No: FCT/HC/CV/1101/17 delivered on the 1st day of March, 
2021 by the court pending the hearing and determination of the 
Applicant’s appeal. 
 

2. For such further or other order or orders as this Honourable Court may 
deem fit to make in the circumstances. 
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GROUNDS 

i. The Judgment Debtor/Applicant being dissatisfied with the entire 
judgment of this Honourable Court delivered on the 1st March, 2021 has 
exercised her constitutional right of appeal by appealing against the same 
to the Court of Appeal. 

 
ii. The Notice of Appeal already filed disclosed arguable and substantial 

grounds of appeal. 
 

iii. The essence of the appeal will be defeated and the appeal will be rendered 
nugatory if execution is not stayed pending the determination the appeal 
where the judgment debtor/applicant succeeds on appeal. 

 
iv. If the Respondent is allowed to execute the judgment of this court before 

the determination of the pending appeal, this may foist on the Court of 
Appeal and the Judgment Debtor/Applicant a fait accompli. 

 
v. The Notice of Appeal discloses recondite issues of law. 

 
vi. It is necessary to stay execution while appeal is determined on it merit. 

 
The Application is supported by a 20 paragraphs affidavit with one annexure, 
the Notice of Appeal marked as Exhibit A.  A brief written address was filed in 
which one issue was raised as arising for determination to wit: 

“Whether the Judgment Debtor/Applicant herein is entitled to the reliefs 
sought?” 

The address then dealt with the settled principles governing the grant of an 
application for stay which forms part of the Record of Court and it was 
contended that on the facts and the attached Notice of Appeal, the Applicant has 
satisfied the conditions for the grant of stay of execution pending the 
determination of the Appeal lodged at the Court of Appeal. 

At the hearing, Sadiq Yahaya of counsel, holding the brief for A.M. Saadu for 
the Applicant relied on the paragraphs of the supporting affidavit and adopted 
the submissions in the written address and urged the court to grant the 
application. 
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In opposition, the Judgment Creditor/Respondent filed a 17 paragraphs counter 
affidavit and a written address in compliance with the Rules of Court.  In the 
address no issue(s) was raised or streamlined for the determination of the court, 
but the address equally dealt with the settled principles governing grant of stay 
of execution and it was contented that on the materials, the Applicant has not 
disclosed any exceptional circumstances to warrant the exercise of the court’s 
discretion in her favour. 

At the hearing, I.D. Njoku of counsel for the Judgment Creditor/Respondent 
relied on the paragraphs of the Counter-Affidavit and adopted the contents of 
the written address in urging the court to dismiss the application. 

From the materials and submissions of counsel on both sides of the aisle, the 
issue to be resolved falls within a very narrow legal compass.  Any application 
for stay of execution must be resolved within settled principles developed by 
our courts over a period of time governing the grant or refusal of such 
applications.  The application of these principles and indeed the success of the 
application is necessarily predicated on the cogency and quality of the facts 
presented to support the grant of the application. 

Now an order for stay of execution on the authorities is not granted as a matter 
of course.  The power which inheres in court to grant the application is both 
equitable and discretionary.  Like all equitable discretions, it is required to be 
exercised judicially and judiciously having regard to all the materials placed 
before the court and the dictates of justice where an applicant has exercised his 
constitutional right of appeal.  See Ajomole V Yaduat (2) (1991) 5 NWLR 
(pt.191) 266 at 274. 

The grant is usually based on the Applicant showing the existence of special or 
exceptional circumstances warranting the suspension or stay of execution of the 
judgment given in favour of the respondent who was successful in the litigation 
and who is thereby ordinarily entitled to the enjoyment of the fruits or benefits 
of his success in the said judgment.  Thus the policy or attitude of court is not to 
deprive a successful litigant from the enjoyment of the fruits of his victory 
unless proof of these special or exceptional circumstances showing that the 
balance of justice is in favour of grant of stay of execution.  See Vaswani V. 
Savalakh& Co 1972)12 SC 77, (2000) FWLR (pt.28)2174. 
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The party applying has the burden to satisfy the trial court that in the particular 
situation or circumstances of his case and on the balance of convenience, he is 
entitled to the discretionary order of stay to be exercised or made in his favour 
and a refusal to so order would be unjust and inequitable.  In this regard, it is the 
balance of hardships rather than the convenience of the party applying that is 
considered as a basis for the grant of stay.  The consideration of the 
convenience of the applicant without regard to equal consideration of the right 
of or convenience of the other party i.e the respondent will be an unjust and 
inequitable exercise of discretion.  SeeAjomale V. Yaduat (No.2 (1991)5 
N.W.L.R (pt.191)266, (2003) FWLR (pt.182)1913; Akibu V. Oduntan 
(1991)2 N.W.L.R (pt.171)1; Enabulele V. Agbonlahor (1994)4 N.W.L.R 
(pt.342)112. 

The key question here is whether the applicant has by the materials crossed this 
threshold of disclosing special and exceptional circumstances.   In addressing 
this question, it is to the materials I must take my bearing from.   

It may be pertinent before doing so to refer to the immortal pronouncement of 
the Apex Court in Vaswani V. Savalakh (Supra) as to what constitutes or 
qualifies as special or exceptional circumstances that would warrant a grant of 
stay of execution.  The court stated that special or exceptional circumstances, 
which vary from case to case are such that involve a consideration of some 
collateral circumstance and perhaps in some cases inherent matters which may 
unless, the order of stay is granted, destroy the subject matter of the proceedings 
and foist upon the court especially the Court of Appeal, as in the instant case, a 
situation of complete helplessness or render nugatory any order or orders of the 
Court of Appeal or paralyse in one way or the other, the exercise by the litigant 
of his constitutional right of appeal or generally provide a situation in which 
whatever happens to the case, and in particular even if the appellant succeeds in 
the Court of Appeal, there could be no return to the status quo.  See also 
Okafor V. Nnaife (1987)4 N.W.L.R (pt.64)129 (2002) FWLR (pt.134)604; 
Utilgas Nigerian and Overseas Gas Co. Ltd V Pan African Bank Ltd 
(1974)1 AII NLR (pt.2)47, (1974)10 SC 105; Balogun V. Balogun (1969)1 
AII NLR 349. 

The above are some of the applicable principles.  As stated earlier, the next task 
is to apply these principles to the facts of this case and then resolve the key 
question whether the Applicant has creditably established entitlement to the 
reliefs sought. 
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Now the basis of the application as can clearly be discerned from the affidavit in 
support are as follows: 

“5.That the Judgment debtor/Applicant has expressed her total 
dissatisfaction with the aforesaid judgment. 

6. That being dissatisfied with the outcome of the matter, particularly with 
the judgment delivered, the judgment debtor/applicant have caused a 
Notice of Appeal to be filed. 
 

7. The grounds of appeal thereon discloses substantial, fundamental, 
recondite and arguable points of law for the determination of the Court 
of Appeal. 

 
8. That considering the nature and circumstances of the case, maintaining 

the status quo until the final determination of the appeal will meet the 
justice of the matter. 

 
9. That the Notice of Appeal was filed timeously and within the time 

prescribed by the law and copy of same is hereby attached as Exhibit A. 
 

10. That the grounds of appeal are so straightforward and unequivocal 
about the particulars of error and they are so substantial and arguable, 
which then means that rather than hurriedly execute the judgment, it is 
desirable for parties to maintain status quo pending the determination 
of the appeal. 

 
11. That if the judgment is not stayed, it will result in unnecessary spate of 

litigation that will, in fact, completely deny the Applicant the fruit of the 
judgment on appeal if it ends in her favour. 

 
12. That the Applicant is desirous of prosecuting the Appeal assiduously. 

 
13. That irreparable and greater hardship, including unnecessary, but 

avoidable cost will be occasioned against the Applicant if the execution 
of the judgment is not stayed. 

14. That the refusal of an order for stay of execution would render nugatory 
the benefits of any judgment of the Court of Appeal in favour of the 
Applicant, should she succeed on appeal.” 
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There is really nothing in the above affidavit of the Applicant beyond the 
averment that the Applicant is not satisfied with the Judgment of court and has 
filed a notice of appeal clearly streamlining the special circumstances putting 
the court in a commanding height to grant the extant application.  The Applicant 
may have referred to a Notice of Appeal filed but how that constitutes special or 
exceptional circumstances was not defined.  It is settled law that special 
circumstances may include strong, weighty and substantial grounds of appeal, 
but this alone may not suffice.  That a ground of appeal is weighty, strong, 
substantial and arguable does not necessarily mean the appeal may succeed.  
See Odedeyi V Odedeyi (2000) 2 SC 93 at 95.  Therefore, a strong and 
substantial ground of appeal alone may not be enough to found special and 
exceptional circumstances.  So the substantiality of a ground of appeal is not 
fool proof for granting a stay.  Even where the grounds of appeal are substantial, 
it does not automatically entitle an Applicant to a grant of stay, particularly 
when the res is money.  See Fasel Services Ltd V NPA (2001) 11 NWLR 
(pt.723) 35 at 41 and FCMB V A.I.B (Nig.) Plc (2008) 8 NWLR (pt.667) 42 
at 52; the Applicant must still show that there are strong reasons for granting a 
stay and a court must consider other factors before reaching a final decision on 
the question of stay.  These factors include the conduct of the Applicant and 
balance of convenience.  It is against these factors that the court eventually 
decides the manner in which to exercise discretion on a grant or refusal of stay.  
See Odedeyi V Odedeyi (supra) and Momoh V Vab Petroleum Inc. (supra) 
at 164. 

I have carefully examined the Notice of Appeal, Exhibit A.  While not sitting as 
Court of Appeal over my decision, I do not think on a calm evaluation that the 
said grounds of appeal are such that would constitute the collateral 
circumstances stated in the case of Vaswani V Savalakh (supra) on the basis 
of which a stay of execution can be granted.  The Notice of Appeal contains two 
grounds.  Ground 1 is simply complaining that the court erred in assuming 
jurisdiction in the light of non compliance with the legal practitioners Act with 
respect to service of Bill of Charges.  Ground 2 has no particulars but it 
complains that the decision of the court is against the weight of evidence in 
assuming jurisdiction to entertain the action.  As much as I have sought to be 
persuaded, I do not accept that the grounds of appeal can be said to relate to any 
difficult area of the law in which the principles are not well settled or that there 
is a dearth of judicial authorities dealing with the issues raised and the law well 
settled in that area.  I do therefore think that the grounds of appeal disclose any 
substantial or weighty points or issues of law. 
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I only need repeat at the risk of sounding prolix that even where the notice 
contains substantial points of law, it does not automatically inure or lead to a 
grant to stay.  It has to be a weighty and substantial point in an area that is to 
some extent recondite and either side could have judgment in his favour.  See 
Balogun V Balogun (1969) 1 All NLR 349 at 351.  I do not see what is 
recondite, difficult or novel raised by the extant appeal.  See Lijadu V Lijadu 
(supra) at 646.  It is also noteworthy here to refer to the salient decision of the 
Supreme Court in Agbaje V Adelekan (1990)7 N.W.L.R (pt.164) at 593 
where the court per Akpata JSC (of blessed memory) stated thus: 

“... it is not every case where the appeal genuinely raises a substantial issue 
that a stay would be granted unconditionally.  The fairness in so doing still 
has to be borne in mind.” 

The point to underscore is simply that it is not enough to state that the notice of 
appeal contain substantial, arguable and recondite issues of law.  There is 
nothing magical about these words and the mere mention of them does not 
automatically mean a court would grant the application.  The Applicant must 
relate the grounds of Appeal to the facts and nature of the case itself and show 
for example that unless a stay is granted, the appellant would end up having the 
subject matter of the dispute destroyed or foist upon the Court of Appeal a 
situation of complete helplessness or render nugatory any orders the court of 
Appeal may make or paralyses one way or the order the exercise of the 
appellants constitutional right in that even assuming he succeeds on appeal, a 
return to the status-quo would be impossible.  This certainly is not the case here.  
The judgment subject of appeal only involves the sum of a little above 
N300,000 found to be the professional fees due to Judgment creditor.  The 
Judgment creditor has averred in his counter-affidavit that it is a sum he can 
readily pay back in the unlikely event the appeal succeeds.  This averment was 
not challenged or denied and it is taken in law as admitted.  Applicant has 
equally not stated anywhere that she is incapable of paying the Judgment sum or 
that the payment will in any manner prevent her from exercising her right of 
appeal.  So where is the fairness in seeking to deny the Judgment creditor the 
fruits of his victory? The condition precedent for the validity of applications of 
this nature must be fairness.  The extant application completely lacks this 
element.  

Furthermore, it must be noted that the judgment in this case is predicated on a 
monetary claim as already alluded to.  An applicant for stay of execution in 
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situations of this nature has thrust upon himself serious responsibilities beyond 
empty and sterile averments if the court is to intervene and deny a successful 
litigant of the fruit of his victory.  In Josiah Cornelius Ltd V Ezenwa (supra) 
616 at 625, the Court of Appeal per Aderemi J.S.C (as he then was) provided an 
instructive insight to conditions for the grant of stay of execution in monetary 
judgment as follows: 

“As I have said, the respondents/applicants have brought this application 
to stay the execution of the judgment delivered by this Court on 20th 
March, 2000.  The substratum of what is sought to be stayed is money 
judgment.  The law is now well settled by plethora of decided cases that the 
only ground for granting a prayer for stay of execution of money judgment 
is an affidavit which convincingly shows that if the money is paid over to 
the successful party there is no reasonable probability that the sum would 
not be paid back should the appellate Court reverse the judgment on which 
the money judgment was predicated.  It must also be remembered that a 
Court of law does not make the practice of depriving a successful litigant of 
the fruit of his litigation and thereby locking up funds to which, prima 
facie, he is entitled pending the determination of the appeal.  SeeBarker V 
Lavery (1885) 14 Q.B.D. 796, The Annot Lyle (1886) 11 P.D. 144 at 116 and 
Deduwa&ors. V Okorodudu&ors (1974) 1 All N.L.R. (pt.1) 272.” 

The averments by Applicant in the entirety of the paragraphs of the supporting 
affidavit do not aggregate or denote convincing fact(s) that if the judgment debt 
is paid over to the judgment creditor, there is no reasonable probability that the 
sum will be paid back in the event the appeal is successful.  Indeed the 
Applicant did not state anything on this critical issue. 

The failure of the Applicant to meaningfully address this point as earlier alluded 
to is fatal.  On the authorities, this factor is material in deciding whether to grant 
or refuse an application for stay of execution of a money judgment.  
Furthermore, on the authorities, where the Judgment is a monetary sum and the 
plaintiff is capable of paying back is a decisive factor in refusing to grant a stay 
of execution.  Similarly a stay of execution would not be granted if an Applicant 
is unable to prove that the respondent will not be able to pay back the money if 
they succeed on appeal.  See Kano Textile Mill V Glo Ltd (2002)44 WRN; 44 
at 49; Mobil V Onokpo 24 WRN. 169. 
 
I note that in paragraph 11, the Applicant averred that if the Judgment is not 
stayed, it will result in an unnecessary spate of litigation that will, in fact, deny 
the Applicant the fruit of the Judgment on appeal if it ends in her favour.  The 
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Applicant has not however defined or streamlined what and how litigation will 
arise from the Judgment if stay is not granted.  Spate of litigation by who and 
for what? There is already an appeal so what other litigation will come about is 
difficult to fathom.  The court really has no business and indeed will not engage 
in any idle exercise of speculative posturing as done by Applicant.  Any 
reference by Applicant to “spate of litigation” is simply a red herring and is 
discountenanced without much ado.  The Applicant has the means to engage in 
“spate of litigations” but does not want to pay the Judgment sum of about 
N300,000.  I just wonder. 
 
I also note in paragraph 13 of the Application, the Applicant alluded to 
irreparable and greater hardship, including unnecessary but avoidable cost been 
occasioned against Applicant if stay is not granted without again stating in clear 
terms how this hardship and avoidable cost will affect the exercise of the right 
of appeal.  Is it that the Applicant is saying that she will not be able to prosecute 
the appeal if she is made to pay the judgment debt immediately?  This point I 
must state clearly, was not precisely defined by her. Let me however generally 
state that one of the circumstances which a court takes into consideration in an 
application for stay of execution is whether the refusal to grant a stay will 
paralyze in one way or the other the exercise of a party of his constitutional 
right of appeal.  See Balogun V Mayode Enterprises Nig. Ltd (2008) All 
FWLR (pt.437) 156 and Ikere Local Government V Adelusi (2008) All 
FWLR (pt.404) 1534.   
  
However, before a court can hold that a judgment debtor’s right of appeal will 
be paralyzed if a stay is not granted, the judgment debtor must make full and 
frank disclosure of his assets, means and liabilities, the costs of the appeal, 
counsel fees to enable the court decide whether a refusal of stay would indeed 
paralyze the right of appeal.  See Guinea Insurance Plc V. Monarch Holdings 
Ltd (1996) 3 NWLR (pt.436) 365, Chukwu V. Onyia (1990) 2 NWLR 
(pt.130) 80, S.P.D.C (Nig.) Ltd V Okei (2006) 17 NWLR (pt.1007) 1 at 22 C-
F and 27 F-H, Denton-West V Muoma (2008) 6 NWLR (pt.1083) 418 at 44 
A-B. 

The important consideration to determine if in truth the judgment debtor would 
not have the resources to prosecute the appeal is dependent on whether she has 
made a full and frank disclosure of her assets, means and liabilities. 

In this case, there is absolutely no doubt that the Applicant has not made out any 
disclosure at all of any of her assets and liabilities to even put the court in a 
position to determine that she will not be able to prosecute the appeal if the 
judgment debt is paid immediately.  There is therefore on that basis no ground 
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constituting a special and exceptional circumstances to warrant grant of stay.  In 
Odedeyi V Odedeyi (2000) 2 SC 93, the Apex Court per Belgore J.S.C (as he 
then was) stated thus: 

“The guiding principle is that a victorious party must not lightly be 
deprived of the fruit of his victory.  Having won his case, he under normal 
circumstances ought to be allowed the execution of that Judgment unless a 
special circumstance is advanced to justify stay of execution.  Special 
circumstance is very wide and its category is not closed.However “special 
circumstance” though may include strong and substantial ground of appeal, 
this alone may not be enough.  A strong and substantial ground of appeal 
does not necessarily mean the appeal may succeed;certainly the court must 
be wary of such ground so as not to prejudge the substantive appeal.  In 
cases where the res, the substantive matter of the appeal is at risk of 
destruction if a stay is not granted, or its nature may be altered as to make 
it irreversible to its original state; or if it is monetary, and the victorious 
party is a man of straw, and may not be able to redeem the money should 
the substantive appeal be decided against him, the court in its decision will 
grant a stay of execution pending the determination of the appeal’’. 

None of the circumstances stated in the above instructive scenario painted by 
the revered Jurist arise in this case. 

The Applicant in paragraph 16 of the supporting affidavit deposed that the 
Applicant is ready, willing and capable to pursue the appeal with utmost 
diligence, dedication and seriousness, without any delay. 

The above appears to be a hollow averment.  The Applicant has up till date not 
even complied with the provision of Order 61 (2) of the High Court of FCT 
Civil Procedure Rules 2018 which provides thus: 

“An applicant for stay of execution of a judgment shall pay for the 
compilation of the records of appeal within 14 days from the date of filing a 
notice of appeal and where the cost of compilation of records is not paid, 
the respondent may apply to strike out the application or discharge the 
order if already granted.” 

In this case, the Notice of Appeal exhibit A was filed in the Registry of this 
court on the 22nd March, 2021.  Since the filing of the said Notice of Appeal, 
there is no evidence of payment whatsoever by the Applicant for the 
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compilation of the records which ought to be done within 14 days of the filing 
of the Notice of Appeal.  This is indeed fatal to the extant application for stay 
by the Applicant. 

What the Applicant has done was simply to file the Notice of Appeal and go to 
sleep.  It was the usual deliberate and dilatory interventions hitherto utilized by 
counsel to deny and/or frustrate the Judgment Creditor from the enjoyment of 
the fruits of his judgment using unfairly the instrument of the appeal and an 
application for stay as cover. 

This new progressive and salutary intervention by the Rules was inserted to stop 
this calculated mischief.  The simple idea is that filing a notice of appeal and 
application for stay is not sufficient any longer.  An applicant must now exhibit 
manifest seriousness and diligently pursue his appeal by paying for compilation 
of records and transmission of same to the Court of Appeal.  With the payment 
and compilation of Records, the Appeal process has effectively now been set in 
motion and the usual tactics to delay Appeals and frustrate the execution of 
judgments would hopefully now be reduced to the barest minimum.  The failure 
by Applicant to comply with the provision also gravely undermines the extant 
application.   

On the whole, the application completely lacks merit and it is accordingly 
dismissed. 
 

………………………… 
Hon. Justice A.I. Kutigi 

 

Appearances: 

1. I.O. Njoku Esq., for the Judgment Creditor/Respondent. 
 

2. Sadeeq Yahuza, Esq., for the Judgment Debtor/Applicant. 

 

 

 


